
1 Introduction
In the production of an animated movie, scenes usually originate
in the Rough Layout (RLO) department which is responsible for
“blocking” the scene. This includes providing camera placement
and movement, and also populating the scene with geometry
(“set dressing”). The geometry is often a low resolution stand-in
(or proxy) model which will be replaced later in the animation
process. Likewise, the shading of the geometry is quite arbitrary
since actual coloring and lighting will also happen later.
This sketch illustrates a way to help RLO artists automatically
scatter geometry primitives such as barnacles over a given sur-
face or curve. The technique centers around a synergistic combi-
nation of a pair of features which we packaged into a tool for the
RLO artists.Our goal is threefold: 1) relieving the artists of tedi-
um and freeing them to concentrate on aesthetic aspects of fram-
ing a scene, 2) saving valuable production time and 3) maintain-
ing a hand-generated look of “controlled randomness”. Note that
a look of casual placement is rather difficult to achieve manually
without repeated rearrangement. This is due to human tendency
to situate objects with regularity and also to cluster them. 

2 Procedural scattering
For our purposes, procedural primitive scattering provides the
following visual features. First, the primitives (eg. thorns on a
tree trunk or birds on a telephone line) need to be evenly spaced
from each other and yet not appear to be too regular. Second,
each primitive’s local axis needs to be oriented properly with
respect to the underlying curve or surface. The two features in
our placement software that help achieve these are site generation
and primitive orientation. While neither of these is novel by
itself, their use together results in a useful RLO tool.
Given a curve and a count of instances to place, our program cre-
ates primitive placement locations by subdividing the curve into
uniform segments and jittering the subdivision points by a user-
supplied amount. The curve normal at each location is then used
to align the primitives with the curve. This is illustrated in the
following figure. Since curve normals can ‘flip’ in regions of
inflection (eg. at the middle primitive in our diagram), a global
‘up’ vector is used to correct for this.

Placement locations over a (NURBS) surface can be generated in
a few different ways, three of which are illustrated over torus sur-
faces at the end of this section. The leftmost figure shows a case
where a user-defined number of placement points are calculated
as random (u,v) pairs. Such pure random placement can lead to
clustering and primitive overlap (which might be acceptable for
hair/fur placement but not for an arrangement of shrubs over a
terrain). The middle figure shows jittered placement where (u,v)
locations are first generated over uniformly spaced isoparams and
then perturbed by a small amount. Doing so avoids clustering but
some regularity is still evident in the result. Again, this might
work for a row of corn stalks in a field but not for a static crowd
of humans. The right figure illustrates a point repulsion strategy
[Turk 1992] where a minimum distance (based on surface area

and primitives count) is used to enforce separation between adja-
cent points. The local surface curvature is used as a scale factor
for the repulsion distance, providing a natural-looking point dis-
tribution where highly curved regions exhibit higher density.

For most of our purposes the point repulsion strategy outlined
above is the preferred technique for placement over surfaces.
Once primitive locations are generated, at each (u,v) the local
‘UVN’ coordinate system (comprising the tangent, binormal and
normal vectors) is used to orient a primitive along the surface.

3 Applications
Shown below are a couple of small examples of use of our RLO
tool, for the animated movie ‘Shark Tale’. We implemented the
point generation and geometry orientation as plugins for Maya,
and packaged them up by creating a graphical user interface with
Maya’s scripting language (MEL) to invoke the plugins.
The first example below shows curve-guided placement, where
lamp posts are distributed around a race track. The guide curve is
simply an isoparam obtained from the race track NURBS sur-
face. The example that follows illustrates surface-driven place-
ment, that of wine bottles on a table.
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